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English for Print Media
Qualities and responsibilities of news editor – editing handouts and press
releases – interviewing and writing interview-based reports – telephonic
interview – basics of covering accident reports, deaths, natural disasters,
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English for Documentary and Cinema
Introduction to documentary, films, features, teleplay, telefilm – programme
formats – nature films, short films, children films – short analysis on
documentaries – film reviews.
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English for Internet
Writing templates – content – annotative reporting – creating portals –
blogging – podcasting – microblogging – web pages –e-groups –egovernance – writing in social networking sites - technical writing –
objectives – prewriting, writing and re-writing – mobile communications &
technology (apps)
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Study Material
UNIT I
English for Print Media

1.1 Introduction to English for Print Media


English is the 'Lingua Franca' of the world. nglish has become a dominant language as
a result of globalization



With the IT revolution and most of software of operating system being in English
language, a new utility for written and oral communication in English language has
emerged.



English is said to be the world's most important language having communicative and
educative value.



It is a progressive language.



It is dynamic and flexible.



Whatever English now represents or has represented over the centuries of
colonization, it belongs to everyone.



In India English continues to be the medium of instructions in colleges and
universities. It is also the language of the administration.



Study of English has enriched the Indian languages and literature. English has entered
into the fabric of India's culture. All the Indian languages have freely borrowed words
from English. About 50 million people in India can speak and write English and
therefore English teaching in India is probably the world's largest democratic
enterprise.



Print Media is one of the most important factors coming through in the way a nation
works. Newspapers, Magazines, Textbooks, and Dictionaries are significant means of
communication and also are reservoir of items which provides samples to all kinds of
English, ranging from regional dialects to standard varieties.

1.2 What are the qualities of news editor?












Calmness
Decisive
Non-partisan
Memory
Grasp
Know your reader
Self-confidence
Mature
Skeptical
Knowledge
Stability

1.3 What are the responsibilities of news editor?


Analyze and capitalize various attributes and requirements of print and digital media
to strengthen editor’s position.



Manage and produce news to present information with accuracy, flow, and within
time frame.



Design innovative and unique solutions to optimize routine news coverage.



Manage and edit contents to cater to readers’ requirement and provide detailed
information for same.



Work within creative environment to respond to various competing priorities.



Prepare work schedule and deadlines and encourage team members to meet targets to
facilitate timely publication.



Design and implement coverage strategies to facilitate wide coverage of all sorts of
issues and news.



Provide training to news reporters on how to select news for existing readership and
gain new readers.



Coordinate with colleagues in the newsroom and other departments to define
priorities for same.



Collaborate with reporters, editors and photojournalists and anchors to facilitate
efficient news coverage to strengthen company’s position in media market.



Manage and edit daily news, special news stories and periodical items with help of
video editing tools to facilitate video telecast.



Monitor all feeds from news bureaus and other agencies for editing and further
publication.



The work of a good editor, like the work of a good teacher, does not reveal itself
directly.



Good editors are generous, they are sensitive, they are tactful, they are modest, they
are patient, they are imaginative, and they are unfailingly tuned in.

1.4 How to edit handouts: Editing handouts for press releases.


A handout is a document containing information which is circulated for general
public.



A handout must have accuracy and general human interest.



Difficult expressions and the use of lengthy paragraphs must be avoided. So brevity,
objectivity and timeliness are essentials of handout



Replace “to be” Verbs



Tighten Prepositional Phrases



Cut Empty or Wordy Phrases and Modifiers



Avoid Expletives



Use active, not passive, voice

1.5 Writing interview-based reports
In essence, the knowledge of how to write an interview report is a main necessity for
numerous professions, such as social workers, managers, and journalists. In fact, the ability to

conduct an interview and write an interview report may be of assistance to many people in
different spheres of life. Hence, to make the writing process effective, it is important to
follow a number of steps that will help to develop the basic skills of how to write an
interview report.


Preparation



Format



Questions-answers Format



Narrative Format

1.6 Telephonic Interview


Telephone interviews are used by companies to screen candidates and narrow the pool
of applicants who will be invited for in-person interviews.



Companies also use telephone interviews to differentiate between candidates who
appear similar on paper and to determine organizational fit.



Telephone interviews are sometimes offered to applicants who are unable to attend an
interview in person for reasons such as cost or distance, or as a screening interview.



Telephone interviews often take place during the early stages of the job interview
process.



A telephone interview is often an effective way for a company to screen many
candidates quickly and cost-effectively, without having to invest the same level of
time and resources needed for face-to-face interviews.



Telephone

interviews

(and

increasingly,

Skype

interviews)

are

usually

straightforward, since the aim is to eliminate weaker candidates, rather than to test
stronger ones.



Often, all recruiters are looking for is a calm, confident telephone manner and an
intelligent set of responses to common interview questions.



In some occupations, phone communication is an important responsibility. In this
situation, the recruiter will be evaluating how well you can present yourself, convey
messages and get your point across clearly and concisely.

Telephonic interview samples
http://www.angelfire.com/ultra/ant394/interview.html
1.7 Basics of covering accident reports


Regular reporting of accidents, incidents and hazards is a key factor in injury
reduction and prevention.



When accidents/incidents are analyzed, cause factors (e.g., organizational procedures,
policies and lack of safety training) are identified.



Actions can then be taken to reduce the risk of re-occurrence.

The content of an accident report varies but usually includes:


Executive summary



Introduction



Background



Accident description



Findings



Conclusions



Review and follow-up



Attachments/appendices.

1.8 Covering report on deaths and natural disasters
Newspapers regularly publish stories about a person’s death, particularly if:


the person has died in unusual circumstances



the person has died unexpectedly



the death has particularly affected a community.

The purpose of open justice and reporting from inquests is to:


make sure that the public understands the reasons why someone has died



make sure that deaths are not kept secret;



draw attention to circumstances which may lead to more deaths or injuries and to
prevent this from happening



clear up any rumours or suspicion about the death.

Report on Disaster


Disasters include natural events such as earthquakes, volcanic eruptions and
hurricanes, and situations sparked by human actions, such as oil spills, radiation leaks
and chemical accidents.



When a disaster strikes, the most important story that journalists can tell their
audiences in the first instance will be about safety -– what they should do to ensure
they are safe, where they can go if they need help, and who they should listen to.



In describing what has happened, where, how and why, journalists may need to take
complex scientific information and explain it in a way that broad audiences will
understand.



If the situation is new then journalists will need to rapidly educate themselves about
what is known about this kind of disaster, and which expert sources they should
consult.



Online social networks such as Twitter or Ushahidi allow people to use mobile
phones to share life-saving information during a crisis, and journalists can also use
this tools to get a better picture of what is happening.



After the initial breaking-news phase of a disaster, journalists can focus on more
detailed reporting about whether the disaster could have been prevented and how its
impacts will be dealt with. Were there, for instance, any early warning systems in
place, did they work, and could they work better?

1.9 Covering Sports and business news


Sports writing and reporting is as specialized an area as any other.



Sports coverage in Indian media started with India’s first newspaper the Hickey’s
Gazette, which published news about cricket and football matches.



Sports journalists cover sports events and produce written or broadcast reports on
those events.

Covering the games


You must learn to take notes systematically.



Do not inject colour and drama unless the situation demands such a report.



Report the action of the sport or game in as much detail as the word limit permits.

While there is no rigid formula for a sport reporter, there are some conventional rules about
the structure of the sports story. These are listed below:


Lead: who won where, when, why and how.



Major details: star players, breaks and weather, if necessary.



Minor details: other players, other plays and the behaviour/description of spectators.



Other details: statistics, line-ups and substitutions.

Covering business news


Successful business reporters are not afraid to ask how much things cost, where the
money is coming from, and who it is going to?



A business reporter must never hesitate to ask questions about money and spending
and to dig for the answers if they are not readily available.

For example, when writing about a new housing development subsidized by the government,
the general news reporter may be primarily interested in:


how tenants for the houses will be selected,



how much they will pay in rent,



about political and neighborhood support and



opposition for the project

But the business reporter also wants to know: • which contractors have been awarded the
construction bids for the project,


how much each contract is worth,



how many employees will be hired in the construction phase and then later to manage
the project;



where the capital (money) comes from to fund the project; and



how that money will be repaid.

1.10


Covering politics and entertainment and so on
Politics is about relationships within and between societies, about the use of power
and authority, and about the government of countries or communities.



It is difficult to define where politics ends and government begins - or even if there is
a dividing line.

Principles of political reporting


The most important thing to remember about politics is that it involves people.



It involves the politicians who make decisions, the public servants who carry out their
orders and - most important - the people affected by their actions.



You should not be writing for the politicians or public servants concerned in
particular issues; they should know already what is going on.



Whenever you report on any political story, always ask yourself: "How will it affect
my readers' or listeners' lives?"



Explain events and issues



Explanation not advice



Know your audience



Be suspicious



Cultivate sources and contacts



Protect confidentiality



Know your subject

1.11

Writing news headline

Headlines must be accurate: in fact, in implication, in spelling, in grammar. When readers
see errors, they assume a similar rate of error will continue. They must decide whether it is
worth their time to read a story that may start with a 20 percent error rate in the headline (e.g.,
one error in five words).
Four imperatives for writing headlines:
Headlines


must be correct (in fact and implication).



must connect to ordinary readers (be easily understood).



must attract attention (using interesting, active words).



must set (or match) tone of the article.

Headline writing process: news, features


Be quick, but don’t hurry. Don’t allow the goal of “pushing pages” before deadline to
short-circuit the need to write accurate, clear, tasteful headlines. Remember: readers
start here.



Understand the news peg or feature angle. \For news heads: play it straight,
summarize the news.



Avoid lazy headline writing.

Choosing headline verbs.


Use active, short, action verbs.



Avoid words that could be read as either a noun or a verb.



Examine connotations, context, unintended meanings.



Don’t use common or unrecognized names in heads.



Don’t use feel, believes or thinks.



Don’t pad heads with unnecessary words.



Avoid slang unless relevant to feature story and headline.

1.12

Writing the lead and body



The lead, or opening paragraph, is the most important part of a news story.



A good lead does just that. It gives readers the most important information in a clear,
concise and interesting manner. It also establishes the voice and direction of an
article.

Writing a Lead: The Five W's and H.
who, what, when, where, why, and how.

Different Types of Leads


Summary Lead



Single-Item Lead



Delayed Identification Lead



Creative Lead



Short Sentence Lead



Analogy Lead
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